
CREATIVE WRITING CRITIQUE GROUPS

The online writing group, writing workshop, and writing community where writers get quality critiques and feedback on
your writing.

Members tell us again and again that learning how to write great critiques dramatically improved their own
writing. What exactly gives you that feeling? Good critique partners can help by: Giving you a valuable
outside perspective. Those words could come from a student as easily as an instructor. Historical Novel
Society Founded in the U. With 1,, critiques served for , works, and 4,, posts in , threads in our writing forums.
Note: most of these organization have a fee-based membership. Critiquing is one of your earliest opportunities
to expose yourself to constructive input. Wattpad This social platform lets authors share stories with millions
of readers for free. You have so many opportunities to gather feedback : alpha readers, critique partners,
writing groups, beta readers, editors, cover artists, agents, acquiring editors, and more. Two poetry samples
required. Focus on your own response, or on the writing itself: "The prose felt a bit awkward in this section,"
or "This scene would be more effective if it were dramatized. This is where a critique partner or writing group
can be invaluable in helping you hone your skills and improve your writing. Cost: Free This Tumblr site
allows you to search for a critique partner by genre, or submit your own profile to allow others to find you.
Offering support. Overly critical readers sometimes need to be reminded that all pieces of writing have
something going for them. Treat their failure with respect. This system is great for people who have been
burned in other groups, doing the brunt of the commenting and getting no feedback. Online writing critique
groups These are websites and private writing groups dedicated to helping you find critique partners or learn
about writing. Cost: Free This genre-specific group exchanges critiques and offers some professional reviews.
Cost: Free This women-only service matches up potential critique partners by genre and desired critique
frequency. There's a lot of exposition here. Cost: Free This is an interactive, email-based writing workshop.
Now I have four international bestselling novels with major publishers, and when authors come to me I always
send them to Scribophile. Sisters in Crime This organization formed in response to the growing use of graphic
sadism against women in mysteries, as well as the lack of women authors being nominated for awards or
reviewed in the same percentage as men. How can you avoid giving it to someone else? The group offers
mentoring and networking opportunities as well as regional chapters. Improve your writing by receiving
detailed critiques Scribophile is famous for the detailed and helpful critiques our members exchange. If the
danger didn't "seem" real, say so. Both routes take an enormous amount of courage. Finally, a writing group
that works! Giving the right kind of critique takes some effort and thoughtfulness. Criticism can be a sign of
respect. Taking risks is part of the creative process, and this means looking ridiculous from time to time. Get
quality feedback, guaranteed. Avoid reading the work for the first time immediately before the meeting. Cost:
Free Nathan Bransford, famed agent-turned-writer with an active social media community, runs a board
dedicated to finding a critique partner. Our writing forums are busy with thousands of writers from all over the
world talking shop. If you're not relating to the character , why not? We also have a Writing Academy filled
with free, objective, and informative writing articles by industry professionals on topics from fundamentals
like show vs. Win cash in free writing contests. They target a wide array of authors, though some focus on
specific genres or styles. Cost: Free  But how do you find these critique partners or join a group? Critiques and
workshopping are the first step in the evolution of your story from a creative project to a commercially viable
product.


